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QUESTION 1

You are assigned to maintain a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) cluster named `dev\\' that was deployed on Google
Cloud. You want to manage the GKE configuration using the command line interface (CLI). You have just downloaded
and installed the Cloud SDK. You want to ensure that future CLI commands by default address this specific cluster
What should you do? 

A. Use the command gcloud config set container/cluster dev. 

B. Use the command gcloud container clusters update dev. 

C. Create a file called gke.default in the ~/.gcloud folder that contains the cluster name. 

D. Create a file called defaults.json in the ~/.gcloud folder that contains the cluster name. 

Correct Answer: A 

To set a default cluster for gcloud commands, run the following command: gcloud config set container/cluster
CLUSTER_NAME https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes- engine/docs/how-to/managing-clusters?hl=en
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-to/cluster-access-for-kubectl#gcloud-config 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the organization and billing administrator for your company. The engineering team has the Project Creator role
on the organization. You do not want the engineering team to be able to link projects to the billing account. Only the
finance team should be able to link a project to a billing account, but they should not be able to make any other changes
to projects. What should you do? 

A. Assign the finance team only the Billing Account User role on the billing account. 

B. Assign the engineering team only the Billing Account User role on the billing account. 

C. Assign the finance team the Billing Account User role on the billing account and the Project Billing Manager role on
the organization. 

D. Assign the engineering team the Billing Account User role on the billing account and the Project Billing Manager role
on the organization. 

Correct Answer: C 

When granted in combination with the _Billing Account User role_, the _Project Billing Manager_ role allows a user to
attach the project to the billing account, but does not grant any rights over resources - YOU NEED BOTH 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an instance group that you want to load balance. You want the load balancer to terminate the client SSL
session. The instance group is used to serve a public web application over HTTPS. You want to follow Google-
recommended practices. What should you do? 

A. Configure an HTTP(S) load balancer. 
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B. Configure an internal TCP load balancer. 

C. Configure an external SSL proxy load balancer. 

D. Configure an external TCP proxy load balancer. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/load-balancing/docs/https/ 

According to this guide for setting up an HTTP (S) load balancer in GCP: The client SSL session terminates at the load
balancer. Sessions between the load balancer and the instance can either be HTTPS (recommended) or HTTP. 

 

QUESTION 4

You\\'ve created a new firewall rule to allow incoming traffic on port 22, using a target tag of "dev-ssh". You tried to
connect to one of your instances, and you\\'re still unable to connect. What steps do you need to take to resolve the
problem? 

A. Run the gcloud firewall-rules refresh command. 

B. Use source tags in place of the target tags. 

C. Reboot the instances for the firewall rule to take effect. 

D. Apply a network tag of "dev-ssh" to the instance you\\'re trying to connect into and test again. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You are analyzing Google Cloud Platform service costs from three separate projects. You want to use this information to
create service cost estimates by service type, daily and monthly, for the next six months using standard query syntax.
What should you do? 

A. Export your bill to a Cloud Storage bucket, and then import into Cloud Bigtable for analysis. 

B. Export your bill to a Cloud Storage bucket, and then import into Google Sheets for analysis. 

C. Export your transactions to a local file, and perform analysis with a desktop tool. 

D. Export your bill to a BigQuery dataset, and then write time window-based SQL queries for analysis. 

Correct Answer: D 

Solving this by first eliminating the options that don\\'t suit us. By breaking down the question into the key requirements

1.

 Analyzing Google Cloud Platform service costs from three separate projects. 

2.
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 Using standard query syntax. -> (Relational data and SQL) 

A. \\'Cloud Storage bucket\\'........\\'Cloud Bigtable\\'. Not feasible, mainly because cloud BigTable is not good for
Structured Data (or Relational Data on which we can run SQL queries as per the question\\'s requirements). BigTable is
better suited for Semi Structured data and NoSQL data. 

B. \\'Cloud Storage bucket\\'.....\\'Google Sheets\\'. Not Feasible because there is no use of SQL in this option, which is
one of the requirements. 

C. Local file, external tools... this is automatically eliminated because the operation we need is simple, and there has to
be a GCP native solution for this. We shouldn\\'t need to rely on going out of the cloud for such a simple thing. 

D. \\'BigQuery\\'.....\\'SQL queries\\' -> This is the right answer. 
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